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Figure S-1. (A) Changes in the molar ellipticity of the second Cotton of gel-1-H (run 5 in Table 1) swollen in DMSO with (S)-5 upon the addition of (R)-5 at room temperature. The CD intensities were normalized using molar absorptivity at 400 nm ($\varepsilon_{400} = 2860$). The error bars represent the standard deviation estimated by three measurements of CD spectra. The molar ratios of amines to the monomer units of the gels are 10 ((S)-5) (a, □), 20 ((S)-5:(R)-5 = 10:10) (b, △) and 60 ((S)-5:(R)-5 = 10:50) (c, □). The changes of CD spectra marked by arrows in part A are also shown in B.

Figure S-2. (A) Changes in the molar ellipticity of the second Cotton of gel-2-H (run 4 in Table 2) swollen in DMSO with (S)-5 upon the addition of (R)-5 at room temperature. The CD intensities were normalized using molar absorptivity at 400 nm ($\varepsilon_{400} = 2860$). The error bars represent the standard deviation estimated by three measurements of CD spectra. The molar ratios of amines to the monomer units of the gels are 10 ((S)-5) (a, □), 20 ((S)-5:(R)-5 = 10:10) (b, △) and 60 ((S)-5:(R)-5 = 10:50) (c, □). The changes of CD spectra marked by arrows in part A are also shown in B.